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www krellon
he very idea of a budget lfte1l range is a kind of
o lmoron, but even this manufacturer is not
I
immune to what's happening in the wider worldI
'
IIf ever the time was ripe for an affordable range of
global
has
economic slowdov'n
I(rell products, the current
provided the perfect opporrunity.
Testedhere is the entry-level S-350a,which is a CD-only
player.The closelyrelated S-350avadds DVD playback
, (upscaledto 1080p) and the claim is that it does so without
compromiseto CD playback performance.
As a CD playe4 the S-350ais straightforward. It has all the
usual searchand repeat modes, a neat and very simple backlit
LCD display and you can extract the analogueaudio signal in
single-endedor balancedforms, using )(LR socketson the
back. But the player will deliver electrical digital outputs in
(optical) TOSLINK or (electrical) S,/PDIFform and it
will also accept external digital signals, again both optical and
electrical. It will even accepthigh-resolution signals- up to
96WIz anyway,which is ttre limit for the connector types used.
Internally, the S-350ais well specified,with a massivepower
supply section and solid build quality. It is also compatible
with CD-DA, CD-R/RW and MP3 CD media. Havingbeing
made outside of the USA was not used as an excusefor
second-rateconstrucrion.
The player takes advaltage of hardware developments that
were originally introduced to service the computer market.
The most obvious of these is the player's slot-loading
mechanism,which is becoming increasinglycornmon instead
of the more traditional loading drawer.
The S-350ais shockinglyhealy - the only way to explain the
11.4kg deadweight in a CD player is the inclusion of a qpically
I(rell scale power supply with a massive torroidal transformer
of a capaciry more appropriate to an amplifier than a CD
player - though unusually robust external metalwork is also
part of the equation. No one could reasonablydaim that the
player is anything lessthan immaculately built and presented.
As usual with lkell, the S-350ahas a plethora of small
conffol buttons, far too many to take in at a single glance,
which for some will make operation using the supplied remote
control more natural. But in its favou4 the native control set is
positive and gives good tactile feedback through the fingertips.
This player representsexteptional value. It is notjust the
most affordable way ofjoining the exclusive Krell or,rrners'
club, this is a player that delivers, well beyond what might
have been expected.
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SOUI{DQUAUTY
The S-350awas supplied for test with a sample of the
matching 5-300 integrated amplifier and the prognosisis
unequivocal; they work brilliantly, separately 4nd together.
Both units - the CD player and the matching amplifier achieve a very high standard, much highe4 in fact, than we
had anticipated. There are some obvious mechanical
elements of the performance available from this player
(and indeed the matching 5-300 amplifier) that come
acrossclearly at an ear$ stage.The midband, for example,

is extremely smooth, even and articulate, and essentially
free of the flatness and lack of perspectivesendemic with
many lesserplayers, as well as some of Iftell's ear$
disc-plalng hardware.
By th.gsame token, tlle treble soundswell integrated and
highly detailed and the bassis more full-bodied than many
earlier generationsof Iftell players. Discsare handled
efficiently, with rapid track accessand virnrally no sound from
the internal mechanism, or the spinning discsthemselves.
The additive result of these factors is that the Krell is easier to
listen to for extended periods and is more believable, too.
Overall it does a fine job of CD replay and it exffacts a
commitrnent and passionthat is unusual from compact disc.
Irnagery is handled in an unusually three-dimensionalway.
Image depths are fully painted-in and the players bassis
particularly deep and potent, too. The Ikell makes the best
of well-conceivedrecordings and performancesby adding a
senseof air drd presencethat other replay systemsoften fail
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to resolve.This is *re differencebetween plain good sound
quality and a performance (with the emphasis on that word)
that causesthe hairs to rise on the back of the neck.
This skill also demonstratesanother element of the S-350a:
its ability to create a very preciselydelineated stereo
soundstage,with properly fleshed-out depth and a beautifully
articulated senseof scale.
It was even more apparent, or at least more dramatically
so, with some more obviously heavy-duty material, including
a Signum Classicslive recording (in London's Royal Festival
Hall) of Schoenberg'smassiveoratorio Guene-Liedet.The
player's abiliry to bring off testing recordings like this without
sounding excessivelydenseor congested,yet without loss of
weight or impact, marks the S-350aout as special.By
comparison,many other broadly comparableplayers tend
to sound flat and are difficult to become involved in, but lack
of involvement was not a factor with the lftell.
The S-350aspeaksfor itself. This is a practical player that
supportsbalanced audio and is well-enough endowed to drive
compact disc a long way towards the limits of the format. It
looks as if the switch from West to East with this range has
done litde to upset the Iftell reputation.
AlvinGofd

